

   Fifth Circuit 9½" page length brief format.
 
Ari Storm
     Shapechanger/dilettante

PUBLIC APPEARANCE

	To Sh'rra's right are John & Ari Storm, a man and a woman who look very similar.  They 
could be brother and sister.  Both have blue-green eyes, lightly tanned skin, and gray-blond hair.  
Medium frames, heavy muscles, medium height. 

	Ari seems in movement even when still.  A hawk sits on a perch in their corner of the alcove.  
They wear a mix of tropical wool, cotton shirts and leather shoes.  She is dressed in a blue chambray 
shirt and pleated blue tropical wool skirt, he in tan worsted pants and a blue cotton knit shirt.  The 
only anomaly about them is that they both wear gloves.  Hers reflect the light with cloth of gold, his 
are leather.


PRIVATE DATA

	Ari Storm is married to John Storm.  They share physical characteristics and aura features 
due to the infusion of similar powers during the "lost weeks" (see below).

	Ari is devoutly loyal and virtuous (treat as major psychological compulsions).  Charitable.  
Will intervene to protect the innocent, help children, stop slaughter, etc.  Pro-life (but not necessarily 
anti-abortion).  When apart, she and her husband communicate regularly via virtues and demons of 
knowledge. 

	She is extremely dangerous (100%+ chance of killing by touch anyone whose POW is 14 or 
less, 46% chance to critical hit) and hard to predict.  Ari will not hesitate to read minds when she is 
talking to people to ascertain if they are telling the truth.

	She has an extreme faith in her husband.  The two of them share in Shannallin infusion (a 
manner of passing power from one generation to the next) from Golden Storm, a Shannallin shape 
master, shape shifter, and thus share empathic links, physical cues (they look related) and emotional 
responses.  They are deeply devoted to each other and have been married for much longer than might 
otherwise appear.

     They have two children.

Character: Ari
Origin:  Shannallin Werepanther
         California

Characteristics
STR  14   ( 8*3)/2  26        
CON  17   (20*1)/2  27        
SIZ  12             12        
INT  18   (18/3)/2  21        
POW  22   (15/3)/2  24        
DEX  19   (24*1)/2  31        
CHA  **   ******    **        
APP  20   (30*2)/2  50        
EDU  16                       
SAN 120                          
ENERGY 51 + 31                
RECHARGE 5                    
ACTION RANKS   31/21/11/1      Walk 15m/rnd                  
Run 36m/rnd     Jump +15 meters 
Fly 112.5mph                  
Hit Points 20                 
Body/Con 27                   

Defense: 31%                     

Idea Roll 160%                
Luck Roll 175%                
Agility Roll 145%             
Aura 23                       

damage bonus +2d6/claws 2d6                                luck 2 + 3 (5 total)  Patron:  Mikal of Swords
Wereform skills:

Claw attack 190% 
Tracking 95%

Normal Skills:

Animal Science:  95%
Horse Breeding:  95%
Cattle Management:  90%
Portuguese:      90%
English:         90%
Shannallin:      85% (noble, speak only)
Socializing:     85%
Art:             80%
Esthetics:       80%
Music Appreciation  75%
Farming:         70%
Handgun:         65%
Drive car:       60%
Fly light plane:    60%

Senses (only 15m range)     

  Infrared Vision                 
  Magical Vision                  
  Telepathy 
  Superscent              
        
Patron Gifts/Virtues/Demons/Elementals/etc.

First Order virtue of attack Claw Sheaths (2d6)
     (instead of a demon weapon)
     POW 24 kills by touch if target fails to resist in POW v POW
     POW x2 to damage if target resists POW v POW
     INT 26 +26% to hit, +26% to critical, POW x2 to CON on any critical
     Shapechanging (wears as gloves in non-were form)
     Treat as a familiar

healing 6, 
repair 2 (RQ spirit magics) 
2 Air Elementals Bound to Topaz Earrings (left ear)
3 Water Elementals Bound to Sapphire Earrings (left ear)

and

--Virtue of Defense (embodied by husband)
     POW 18  (see below for its effects on her)

Werepanther form

STR  26  x2    52
CON  27  x1½   41
SIZ  12  x1½   18
INT  21  x¼     5
POW  24  x1    24
DEX  31  x2    62   AR  62/52/42/32/22/12/2
CHA  ** 
APP  50  x¼    12
EDU  16  x0     0  
SAN 120  n/a          
ENERGY 82 x2  164 
RECHARGE 5 x2  10      
Claws:  2d6 + 5d6 damage bonus + 2d6 sheath bonus = 9d6
48 m/round walk, 192 m/12 sec running
12 meters vertical jump 
26 meters horizontal jump
165 mph flying
hit points: 30

Defense                               
 radiation (net 31)              
     absorption 8 points
     armor 18 points virtue of defense 
     5 points of resistance  electric (net 43)                   
     resistance 20 points
     5 points of resistance      armor 18 points virtue of defense 
 kinetic (net 45)     
     armor 20 points virtue of defense
     (break weapons 50% of the time)
     wereself 25 points of kinetic armor (halved vs silver & gold)

 Regeneration 6 points  
 Adaptability 25 points

Notes on Play

	Ari is confident in her approach to life and firm in her values and beliefs.  She has been 
through long dark nights of the soul, has endured privation, torture, disease and demon nightmares 
and has emerged through all of these.

	Where other characters may endure with a belief that they can outlive, Ari expects to be able 
to triumph.  She has good reason.  Test run her character in melee against a STORMBRINGER 
dragon or against a great old one in CALL OF CTHULHU.  
 	At 9d6 per hit, +48 points of damage (to those who resist death in a 24 v POW struggle), +48 
to con on any critical hit, +26% to critical, 190% chance to hit, 35% chance to critical, she kills what 
she hits. (average damage is 79.5 points, 127.5 on a critical hit).

	Treat her as a mature adult fulfilling the responsibility of power in an uncertain world.  
Because she has other obligations (children, husband, etc.) Ari is not always available to participate 
in moves or party activities.  She is also weak in many non-combat situations.

